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ABSTRACT: Wireless Sensor Networks plays a gargantuan role in instrumenting the modern day world; hence 

it is crucial to develop an optimal design flow. Out of the various Swarm intelligent algorithms developed so far, 

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm offers a vivid scope for this objective. First introduced for solving 
numerical optimization problems, ABC has now spread across almost every phase of WSN construction. In this 

study, an improved ABC algorithm has been proposed to match the different characteristics of wireless sensor 

network deployment process, which will be optimum for real time dynamic network functioning.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in sensing, computing and communication technologies coupled with the need to 

continuously monitor physical phenomena have led to the development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). 

A WSN is formed by deploying sensor nodes in an application area forming an infrastructure of 

sensor/measurement, computation, and communication elements to instrument, observe, and react to events and 

phenomena in a specified environment. In most real-time deployment solutions, they demand self-organizing 
capabilities to keep track of the dynamic domain. The main benefits of such a configuration is the spatial 

diversity they provide, enabling applications such as target detection & tracking as it moves throughout the 

sensor field; weapon targeting and area denial Such networks are suitable for a wide variety of applications such 

as surveillance, precision agriculture, smart homes, automation, vehicular traffic management, habitat 

monitoring, disaster detection, etc. Smart disposable micro sensors can be deployed on practically any kind of 

environment - ground, air, under water, vehicles, living beings, buildings, & volcanoes. 

Designing groups of spatially distributed autonomous sensors, connected to each other forming a 

network topology (ad-hoc, Star, Mesh, etc), & group wise to APs, require much precision and calculations. Most 

of the dynamic deployment solutions deal with optimum positioning through 1 or more metrics, starting from an 

initial random map. But, in such a case we might observe several demerits, like slower convergence, 

uncertainity in avoiding local minimums, overlap and redundancy, etc. As studied in [15], this can lead to added 
energy, delay and overhead expenses. Thus we resort to advanced deployment algorithms. 

Bio-inspired principles have found their way into WSN R & D due to the appealing analogies between 

biological systems and large network. The dynamics of many biological systems and the laws governing them 

are based on a surprisingly small number of simple rules, yielding collaborative & effective mechanisms for 

resource management, task allocation, and synchronization without any central controlling element. Such 

Swarm Intelligent Algorithms give simple solutions to WSN Deployment problems. Artificial bee colony 

algorithm is one such    

 

II. THE ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM 
The Artificial Bee Colonies (ABC) is another novel optimization algorithm that comes under Swarm 

inspired by social behavior of natural bees. It is a complete analogy of the foraging activities of the honey bee 

colony, consisting of morphologically uniform individuals with different temporary specializations to represent 

a distributed adaptive system of smart control packets. These packets use limited computational and energy 

resources to explore the environment/network. They cooperate mutually & efficiently by releasing information 

about the discovered paths and estimated quality at the specified nodes. Due to these similarities between 

foraging behaviors in insect societies and network routing, in the last decade, many SI based routing protocols, 

specially ABC,  have been developed for wired networks, satellite networks, MANETs, and, more recently, 

WSNs. The benefit of such organizations is increased flexibility to adapt to the changing environments. 

The honey bee colonies symbolize design of optimization strategies for dynamic, time-varying, and 

multi-objective problems. The bee members utilize a sophisticated communication protocol with bee-to-bee 

signals and when required, & Stigmergic feedback cues for bee-to-group or group-to-bee interaction. The main 
advantage from other swarm intelligent protocols like ant colony optimization is communications are based on 
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visual activity & path search, unlike backtracking in many others.  

Worker bees typically do brood rearing for the first week, engage in other hive maintenance duties 

(wax secretion, guarding, undertaking, nectar processing), when they are middle-aged switch to foraging and 

when about three weeks old, to colony defense. Foraging is critical task for colony survival. Foragers constantly 

leave the hive searching for new sources of nutrient, return with nutrient samples, and try to recruit other bees to 

exploit the food site by competing with other site sample bearers. Foragers announce a food source of interest to 
their fellow foragers by doing a dance on the dance floor inside the hive termed Waggle Dance. It is a particular 

figure-eight dance symbolizing the direction of the food source in terms of angular position with the sun in 

reference, and the distance in the duration of each waggle-run. A very short distance will be a waggle dance 

resembling a round dance. Foragers prefer nearer food sites over distant ones in order to increase the net 

energetic efficiency of the colony. Nectar foragers use Tremble Dance to show a rich food source detection, yet 

no free employee, upon return to the hive, after a certain threshold time, This stimulates the bees inside the hive 

to increase and/or to switch to nectar processing activities, and to inhibit the outside foragers from recruiting 

additional bees, thus keep colony‟s nectar processing rate matched with its nectar intake rate. Stochastic 

selection of food sites enables optimal choice & effective balancing between exploitation and exploration. 

In ABC algorithm, colony bees are divided into three groups: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout 

bees. The number of employees is equal to the number of food sources i.e. number of solutions in the 

population.. The employee whose food source is exhausted becomes the scout bees, who also start the initial 
food foraging. Each food source position is equivalent to a potential solution of optimization problem, with its 

quality or fitness value as the base of selection, i.e. nectar amount. Whenever any bee finds the food, it signals 

the other bees by its dance stigmergy, the quantity and the location of the food source. This attracts a large 

number of bees towards good sources to search. Thus ABC algorithm model have three operational phases: 

1. Scout bees do random search for the food, & find near optimal food sources, completely random. 

2. Employed bees visit food source and gather information about food source location and the quality. they 

have memory of the places they have visited before and quality of food there, & performs the local search 

to try to exploit the neighboring sources to locate the best 

3. Onlooker bees wait in the dance area to decide which food source is better on the basis of information 

provided by employees. They perform the global search for discovering the global optimum 

4. The model has the following basic features to support self organization: 
 

i) Positive feedback: As nectar amount of food sources increases, number of onlookers visiting them increases. 

ii) Negative feedback: The exploitation process of poor food sources is stopped by waggle dance. 

iii) Fluctuations: The scouts carry out a random search process for discovering new food sources. 

iv) Multiple interactions: Bees share their information about food sources on the dance area. 

 

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
Generic ABC Algorithm pseudo code is given below, based random initial positioning: 

1: Set swarm size S, dimensionality N, search space domain MI. 
2: Create a population of S random food sources and evaluate their fitness 

3: REPEAT THE FOLLOWING STEPS. 

4: Send employed bees to exploit the food sources 

5: For each solution i determine a neighbor k and generate a new best solution. 

6: Compute the probabilities for the solutions,  

7: Send onlooker bees to exploit the food sources according to probabilities. 

8: For each solution i determine a neighbor k and generate a new best solution. 

9: Determine abandoned solutions and send scout bees to search new food sources to replace them. 

10: Update best fitness and respective food source position 

11: MI = MI + 1 

12: UNTIL MI = MaxMI. 

 
As we know, this algorithm needs to be modified to fit into the optimization constraints and range. The 

initial positioning is made arbitrarily closer to an optimal positioning using Voronoi diagrams. The concept of 

„greedy bee‟ helps make better selection trials. Greedy bees will always be attracted towards the flower patch 

having the maximum nectar or the most potential food source. This is useful in avoiding local troughs and 

minima. 

An attractive concept that is applicable is the Opposition-based learning. It is an attempt made to 

generate better initial food sites for the bees, especially scouts‟ new locations. The search space is contracted to 

enable scouts to locate the food sources in a fewer number of cycles. The concept is: for a real number „x‟ in the 

range [a, b], i.e. x Є [a, b], the opposite number “x‟“ of x is defined as x‟ = a + b – x. The bottom-line of this 

concept is that 50% of the computation time the current solution is further away from the optimum than its 
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opposite solution. Hence considering both the numbers and retaining the better of the two, chances of finding 

the optimum  quickly is improved.  

Optimization with respect to network communication paradigms also helps in improving efficiency. 

The wireless links, system model, etc determine the energy parameters of a WSN, which is of course the 

designers‟ primary concern. Instead of complying to minimum no. of hops, distance, graph structures etc, 

inclusion of minimum energy threshold, remaining energy measure, energy-distance metric, etc, keeps a full 
check on the throughput, and lifetime as well. 

 

 
Figure 1. basic nodal transmission model 

 

The proposed algorithm comprises of following steps: 

 

PSUEDOCODE 

1. Initialize Control Parameters of ABC Algorithm:  Colony size CS, dimension of the problem D = 2, and 

Limit for scout L = (CS*D)/2. 

2. Initialize scout bee positions as per subroutine below: 
2.1. Let s be the total no. of scout bees positions. 

2.2. Generate Voronoi diagram based positioning for the m nodes. 

2.3. Evaluate the fitness of the positioning. 

 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑑 𝑚, 𝑛 = −  
𝑐 𝑃𝑡𝑥

4𝜋𝑓
 .   𝑃𝑟𝑥  𝑚, 𝑛   .  

 

For node 𝑠𝑖 𝑚, 𝑛 , Where m and n are node position coordinates, c= speed of light, Ptx = transmitted signal 

power per node to reach the entire domain dimension, Prx = received signal strength, f = channel frequency 

2.4. Calculate weightage probability as, 

 

𝑃𝑖 =   
 0.9 × 𝑓𝑖 

𝑓𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
  +  0.1. 

3. Set no. of iterations for optimisation, MaxIt. 

4. REPEAT for i = 1 to MaxIt 

4.1. Assign k employee bee nodes, best out of s scouts, as ki. 

4.2. Produce new solutions for onlooker positions based on Opposition learning, as vij , for each ki. 

4.3. Check for fitness as, use Probabilistic detection model to prevent coverage overlap. 

cmn  vij =  

 
 
 

 
 0 , if r + re ≤ d(ki , vij ) 

e
 
−λ1α1β1

α2β2+λ2
 

, if r − re ≤ d(ki , vij ) ≤ r + re

1, if r + re ≥ d(ki , vij )

  

 And  

  
4.4. Apply greedy selection process between new nodes. 

vij  = kbest ,i +  rij  (kbest ,i − ki  ) 

 
4.5. Determine the probability values out of their fitness values. 

4.6. Produce new solutions for vij out of this check. 

4.7. Record the best solutions yet. 

4.8. Check for abandonment condition according to the remaining energy model, 

 𝐹𝑖𝑗 =      𝑑(𝑣𝑖𝑗 , ki) 
2

𝑗 +  𝑑(𝑣𝑖𝑗 , kbest ,i ) 
2

  𝑖 , 

 

& if satisfied replace with new solutions using Opposition based learning. 

4.9. Increment i = i + 1. 
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4.10. UNTIL i = MaxIt. 

 

5. Ensure deployment coverage check using  

 cmn  vov  = 1 −    1 −  cmn  vij  v ij
 ≥  cmnth  

 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
Artificial Bee Colony algorithm has opened up a vast stage for WSN protocol suite design. Like any 

swarm intelligent scheme, they are compatible to any stage of a WSN design and implementation, which makes 

them an attractive choice as the base. Though the generic version gives inferior performance in high target 

goals, a few adaptations to fit into our formulated problem gives colorful results. This paper makes such a 

proposal, which has been molded to optimize the total deployment scenario 

Further goals include adapting the same algorithm with minor parameter variations for the routing 

scheme. Hence it can, by itself, constitute the backbone of a complete WSN network layer protocol suite. The 

analysis part can be done in NS2 simulator, or even Matlab. 
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